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Valtra is a specialist in tractors, tractor
powertrains and engines, and related services.
This dedicated focus has established Valtra
Inc. as a major international company. Valtra
brand tractors are manufactured in Finland
and Brazil, and under licence in India. Valtra
engines are manufactured by Sisu Diesel Inc.
in Nokia, Finland. Today, Valtra tractor owners
can be found in over 90 countries. Valtra is a
worldwide brand of the AGCO Corporation.
Valtra has custom manufactured tractors
according to customer specifications for over
ten years. The reliability, safety and innovation
that Valtra stands for are epitomised in the
T Series. Surveys prove that Valtra owners are
indeed very satisfied with their tractors and
Valtra Service.

Power Partner
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Individuality
- Valtra à la Carte

Valtra’s strengths are individuality and freedom
of choice. Our customer order system is known
around the world simply as Valtra à la Carte.
We manufacture Valtra tractors entirely according to the needs and specifications of the
customer. We offer a broad range of equipment
and options to choose from, all of which have
been designed specifically for Valtra tractors.

• • • • A D VA N T A G E S F O R YO U

••••

• Your tractor is fresh and built just for you
• Your tractor is equipped to handle your specific tasks
• Avoids cost of equipping tractor afterwards
• Individually manufactured Valtra tractors
are most productive and efficient
• Chance to visit Suolahti factory plant to see
your own Valtra being made
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Valtra T Series
A modern tractor for modern work.

The Valtra T Series is designed for modern farming
and contracting. The T Series offers users the advantages they really need: versatility, power and
efficiency.
The stylish design of the T Series is combined with
modern tractor technology and usability. The new
T Series Range offers a choice of the powertrain
and hydraulics, which can have either electronic or
mechanical control.

Valtra T120 – 92 kW/125 hp
Valtra T130 – 99 kW/135 hp
Valtra T140 – 107 kW/145 hp *
Valtra T150 – 114 kW/155 hp
Valtra T160 – 121 kW/165 hp
Valtra T170 – 129 kW/175 hp
Valtra T180 – 132 kW/180 hp
140 kW/190 hp**
Valtra T190 – 132 kW/180 hp
140 kW/190 hp**
155 kW/210 hp***
*EcoPower
**In 2nd and 3rd powershift gears
***Sigma Power

• • • • A D VA N T A G E S F O R YO U

••••

• Modern design that combines practicality and style
• Excellent driving properties
• Choose from electronic or mechanical
hydraulics and powertrain
• Versatile and easy to use hydraulics
• TwinTrac reverse drive system increases versatility
• Tractor specialists at your service
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Tractor Pulling competitions are a great way to
develop and test engines. Valtra has enjoyed
unparalleled success, winning five European Tractor
Pulling Championships and numerous other
EuroCup competitions since 1993.

Valtra Engines
Versatility, power and efficiency.

Valtra T 180

140

840

rated HP
190
DPS 2/3

max TORQUE
745 Nm

800
760

TORQUE
Nm

880
150

720
680

130
120

640

max TORQUE
660 Nm

600
rated HP
174
DPS 1

110

560
520
480

100

440

1000
@ 2000

90

240
230

540E
@ 1539

80

540
@ 1874

220
210

70

200

60

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

2000

2100

2200

T Series engine range is wide, from 125 hp (T120)
to 210 hp Sigma Power model (T190).

• • • • A D VA N T A G E S F O R YO U

••••

• Higher performance with lower costs
• Reduced fuel consumption
• Oil-change intervals extended to 500 hours
• Reduced particle and exhaust emissions
• Lower thermal stress
• Higher start-up torque makes driving easier
– start off evenly at low revs
• Less gear changing
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920

FUEL CONSUMPTION
g/kwh

The T Series introduces new features to Valtra’s
esteemed line of engines, including a new fuel
system, filtration, alternator, starter motor and
electric preheating systems. In addition, air-to-air
intercooling (T140-T190), viscous fans and nominal
power at low rpm significantly reduce fuel consumption. Maintenance costs are reduced by
service intervals that have been increased to
500 hours.

Valtra has carefully researched the relationship
between engine speed and productivity.
The nominal engine speed of the biggest models
(T160-T190) is just 2100 rpm, which significantly
reduces noise and fuel consumption. The maximum
engine speed of the T140 EcoPower model is just
1800 rpm. The massive torque of Valtra’s Permatorque engines makes it possible to work productively at very low engine speeds. The higher
start-up torque also makes driving much easier.

kw
POWER

For over 50 years Valtra has earned its reputation
as a manufacturer of reliable engines with outstanding performance. Valtra’s engines are also
used by many other tractor and machine manufacturers.

160

Sigma Power
Even more power when needed.
The largest T Series tractor is the T190 model
with Sigma Power, whose electronically managed
engine produces 210 hp in 2nd and 3rd Powershift
gears. This reduces to 180 hp in 1st Powershift.
When using the PTO Sigma Power will provide
the full 210 hp at all times when required.

The controls for the cruise control are
situated in the front part of the driver’s
control panel. Programming the system
is easy. (Cruise control is standard on
T180/T190, optional on other models.)

The Sigma Power model is ideal for use with large
implements that require a high PTO, such as rotary
tillers and mowers.
Combined with the TwinTrac reverse drive system,
Sigma Power is also an unbeatable machine for
using multiple implements, such as rear mounted
mowers and wide rotary tillers.
Electronic engine management offers the added
benefit of cruise control. This allows you to store
and recall either a specific driving speed or engine
rpm value as needed. When programmed, the
cruise control system maintains these precise
speeds regardless of loads. The speed can also
be dropped to idle or any other predetermined
speed at the press of a button, for example when
turning around or finishing your work. The original
speed can also be resumed at the press of a
button.
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180 –> 210 hp

• • • • A D VA N T A G E S F O R YO U

••••

• High PTO output
• Increased power for all jobs – in the fields,
for contracting and on the road
• Automatic cruise control makes driving easy
and increases performance and efficiency
• Allows you when driving to concentrate on the
work and the implement – better results
• Tractor has excellent power-to-weight ratio
• Redcuded fuel consumption
• Greater performance with lower costs over
the tractor’s lifespan

Power Control
Command

The Valtra Power Control system is on T Series
models that are equipped with electrohydraulic
powertrains. Power Control offers many advantages to help you in your work. The Power Control
system selects the best engagement of the shuttle,
Powershift gears and PTO every time whatever the
situation. As a result, driving is easier on the operator,
tractor and implements. The shuttle lever also operates the parking brake, so that it is not possible to
drive off with the parking brake on.
AutoTraction
When Valtra’s unique AutoTraction system is in
use, the drive automatically disengages when you
press on the brakes at less than 10 km/h whatever
the rpm or when the engine speed falls below
1000 rpm. When you either release the brake or
increase the rpm, the drive is again smoothly
connected. AutoTraction is a great advantage in
jobs that require repeated stopping and starting.
Powershift
In these T Series models you can operate the
Powershift transmission either manually or by
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using one of two automatic programmes.
Auto 1 will select the optimal ratios during field
work, PTO work and transport to get the best use
of the power and torque of the engine. With Auto
2 you can set a programme to meet your own
specific requirements. Auto 1 and Auto 2 select
the right gear according to engine speed.
Four-wheel-drive Automatics
The T Series also comes with electronic four-wheeldrive. This system automatically engages 4WD for
a few seconds when starting off or changing
directions in order to prevent the wheels from
spinning. This is preset in the factory and can be
deactivated if required.
Other transmission options
T Series models are also available with the option
of a mechanical powertrain.

POWER
Information

CONTROL

Response

SYSTEM
Selection
Valinta

• • • • A D VA N T A G E S F O R YO U

••••

• Four-wheel-drive automatically activated when starting off
• AutoTraction does away with need for clutch pedal, makes
working easier
• Powershift changes gears smoothly
• Auto 1 – factory settings for Powershift
• Auto 2 – driver settings for Powershift, changes gear
automatically according to work
• Cruise control (optional equipment)
• Improved productivity – better quality of work
• Powertrain options: electro-hydraulic or mechanical

AutoControl
Electronic linkage management.

Controlling the linkage in the T Series is easier than
ever. The main controls in are located in the driver’s
armrest. The linkage and most of the work hydraulics
can be controlled comfortably and efficiently at the
flick of a wrist.
In models with mechanical powertrains, the linkage
is controlled via levers on the side panel.
The linkage system also features Drive Balance
Control, a damping system that allows even the
heaviest work implements to be carried safely during
transport.
The valves of the linkage and the work hydraulics
come in one clean package and can be controlled
either electronically or mechanically. The power and
speed of the hydraulics is provided by outputs of 73
and 91 litres, depending on model.

14

• • • • A D VA N T A G E S F O R YO U

••••

• Lifting power of 7700 kg through the full lift range
• Controls for linkage located in the driver’s armrest,
depending on model
• Switches for raising and lowering implements located in the
cab and in both mudguards
• Drive Balance Control increases comfort and safety

Hydraulics
More control. More productivity. More choices.
The work hydraulics
on the T Series have
load-sensing valves
that use only the
amount of oil from
the system that is
needed. The rest of
the oil is then available for use by other valves or by the
linkage. The T Series can easily handle the simultaneous
operations required by modern implements. All valves
also have a floating position, which allows implements
that follow the ground to operate correctly.

Alternatively, the auxiliary valves can be controlled by
push buttons on the side panel. The flow and timing of
the valves can be adjusted to suit the implement. This
allows you to automate the operation of the implement
and to set continuous flow, for example for use with
hydraulic motors.
Other hydraulics options
On models with mechanical hydraulic management, the
controls are located on the right side panel and are
colour coded. The hydraulic output on these models is
73 litres per minute.

The electronic work hydraulics are controlled by the
joystick on the driver’s armrest (valves 1 and 2). Valves
3 and 4 are operated by the joystick levers on the side
panel.
• • • • A D VA N T A G E S F O R YO U
Front loaders can be connected to allow them to be
controlled by the armrest joystick. This saves space and
money, as separate hydraulics and controls are not
needed for the loader.
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••••

• Electronic or mechanical hydraulics management – choose
according to the job
• Precise settings
• Simultaneous use of multiple implements
• Flow rate (l/min) adjustment for each quick-coupler
• Flow rate timing adjustment for each quick-coupler
• Controls in armrest or side panel
• Joysticks and control panel can be deactivated for improved
work safety

Ergonomic Cab
The cab of the T Series shares many details with the S
Series. The large curved windows offer excellent visibility
to the rear and sides, while the pillar exhaust and tapered
sloping bonnet also provide a great view forwards. The
driver’s seat rotates sideways and fully to the back. The
floor of the cab is flat, making it possible to change working
directions without leaving the seat.
The cab features two heating units and air-conditioning,
allowing for ideal working conditions. Filters clean the air
automatically, and noise levels are exceptionally low.
In the top T180 and T190 models, the control panel is
connected to the electronic engine and powertrain management systems. The display can thus provide information
about all functions on the tractor. In addition, distance and
area covered can be measured and the size of the display
adjusted.
New mudguards have been designed that improve visibility
and can be adjusted to suit different tyre sizes. The mudguards also protect the steps from getting dirty, thus
improving safety.

• • • • A D VA N T A G E S F O R YO U

••••

• Climb safely into and out of the cab on protected steps
• Large cab has ample space and allows working
in both directions
• Ergonomically positioned controls,
with hydraulic controls on driver’s armrest
• Large windows, powerful work lights,
excellent visibility night and day
• Quiet cab with filtered air,
double heaters and air-conditioning

Cab suspension (optional) significantly dampens vertical
shocks and swaying movements. The cab suspension allows
for faster working speeds without sacrificing comfort. Cab
suspension combined with the air-suspended driver’s seat
and Aires front axle air suspension is an unbeatable combination in terms of work comfort.
18

Cab suspenssion

More Choices
The T Series model line-up now offers a range of options to
improve your efficiency and productivity. With new powertrain,
hydraulics and cab options, these tractors can be specified
exactly as needed to help you get the most out of your work.
There are two main powertrain options. In tractors equipped
with the electronic Forward-Reverse Shuttle, the shuttle
lever is located in the control column and the Power Control
system automatically changes directions. In tractors with a
mechanical powertrain, the shuttle lever is located on the
right-hand side and the change of direction occurs mechanically.
The auxiliary hydraulics are equipped on most models with
four valve blocks. The control levers are situated on the righthand side panel and are operated mechanically.
The new models in the T Series offer strong performance
for jobs that require a lot from the hydraulics, as well as for
heavy pulling jobs and contracting.
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TwinTrac Reverse Drive Controls
Change driving directions without leaving your seat.

T Series tractors have massive lifting power, a high auxiliary
hydraulics output and PTO at both ends, making it possible
to work just as effectively in both directions.
Valtra’s TwinTrac models significantly increase productivity
and versatility when working with implements. The spacious
cab and 180-degree rotating driver’s seat are ideal for working
in both directions. The cab has separate pedals and a steering
wheel with shuttle lever in the front and back.
Heavy work implements are usually connected to the rear
of the tractor due to the sturdier rear axle, electronically
controlled linkage, hydraulics couplings and versatile PTO.
• • • • A D VA N T A G E S F O R YO U

••••

• TwinTrac Reverse Drive system increases productivity,
versatility and performance
• Work in both directions throughout the year
• Significantly smaller turning radius when working in reverse
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Versatility
Genuine Valtra know-how and reliability.

Aires Front Suspension

Cab Suspension

Front Linkage / PTO

Front Loader

Valtra’s front axle air suspension
system utilises compressed air to
achieve a significant increase in
driving comfort. Aires is at its best
when driving on roads or transporting, enabling fast transfer journeys
and speeds of up to 50 km/h even
on rough surfaces. For contractors,
Aires is the ideal solution. The compressed air for the front suspension
is produced by a separate compressed air system that is fitted to
the tractor.

Valtra’s cab suspension significantly
dampens vertical shocks and swaying movements. The cab suspension
allows for faster working speeds
without sacrificing comfort. Cab
suspension combined with the airsuspended driver’s seat and Aires
front axle air suspension is an unbeatable combination in terms of
work comfort.

The factory-fitted front linkage is
fully integrated with the tractor’s
structure. It can be specified with
Aires front suspension, a front
loader, or both together.

Valtra’s factory-fitted options also
include Valtra front loaders. The
subframe of the front loader has
been integrated to fit with other
equipment. The loader uses the tractor’s own proportional valves and
is controlled by the joystick on the
driver’s armrest, so it is not necessary to purchase separate hydraulics
for the loader. On tractors without
armrest controls either Ergodrive
or Electodrive controls are available.
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The Valtra Service Centre in Finland is
responsible for training service personnel for
sales companies and importers, as well as
for producing service and operator’s manuals.

Valtra Service
Expert Servicing of Your Tractor.

Valtra owners receive not only a mechanically durable tractor, but also expert,
flexible servicing for the entire service life of the tractor. The Suolahti Service
Centre in Finland delivers spare parts for all tractors manufactured in Europe.
Everyday, nearly 160 shipments leave our warehouse for different parts of
the world. Our reliable partners take care of deliveries via the fastest and
most direct route.

• • A D VA N T A G E S F O R YO U • •
• Flexible and fast servicing means more working time
for your Valtra without long downtimes.
• There are Valtra tractors in almost 100 countries. We
are constantly training our service team to guarantee
expert service in our entire market area.
• Original parts allow your Valtra to function reliably
and help maintain a high resale value.
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A Winning Package

45%

Optional equipment includes:

2,75 m

Front and belly weights

Rear wheel weights

Cab suspension

Front linkage / PTO

Aires front axle air suspension

Driving speed: 50 km/h

TwinTrac reverse drive

Folder-out platform

Hands-free equipment

Infolight package

Rotating warning lights

55%

Valtra tractors are designed with a weight distribution that improves
pulling power – the engine is located above the front axle. In the
T Series, this winning layout has been kept, while the versatility
of the front end has been further developed. The engine cover
lifts up and the radiators swing to the side, making servicing and
cleaning easy. Where needed, front weights can be easily added
to the front and belly weights under the nose for additional ballast
of up to 960 kg. The weights can also be shifted as a single unit.
• • • • A D VA N T A G E S F O R YO U

••••

• Several powertrain options
• Ideal weight distribution increases traction and pulling power
• Excellent power-to-weight ratio: handles
bigger tasks with less weight
• Ballast available in various configurations
• Midframe/fuel tank
• Flat belly, high ground clearance – ideal for all terrain
• Long wheelbase with tight turning radius
• TwinTrac lets you work in both directions
• High-output programmable hydraulics
• Several options for controlling hydraulics
• Versatile work implement combinations in front and rear
• Aires air suspension – a driver’s tractor
• Ideal for forest, municipal and contracting work

Rear wiper and washer

Additional equipment on page 27.
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Technical Specifications
Model

T120

T130

T140
EcoPower

T150

T160

T170

66 ET

66 ET

66 ETA

66 ETA

66 ETA

74 ETA

92/(125)/2200

99/(135)/2200

107/(145)/1800

114/(155)/1600

121/(165)/2100

129/(175)/2100

Max torque, Nm/rpm*

505/1400

555/1400

660/1100

625/1400

655/1400

665/1400

Viscous fan

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

6/6,6

6/6,6

6/6,6

6/7,4

Standard

Standard

Standard

Engine
Max power, kW(hp)/rpm*

Number of cylinders/capacity dm3

6/6,6
6/6,6
36 forward gears + 36 reverse gears, 0.6-40 km/h (50 km/h with road transmission)

Transmission
Clutch type

1) dry plate clutch, 2)3) dual wet multi-disc clutch (reverse/forward)

Shuttle

1) mechanical synchronised, 2)3) electrohydraulic, shuttle, pedal free

Powershift

1) manual electrohydraulic, 2)3) computer controlled electrohydraulic, programmable by driver

4WD

Manual or automatic operation (together with brakes and differential lock)

Differential lock

Manual or automatic operation (together with linkage and brakes)

Parking brake

1) mechanical, 2)3) HiBrake, hydraulically operated with shuttle lever

PTO, interchangeable PTO shaft
PTO 540 rpm, engine 1874 rpm

6-spline, 35 mm diameter standard (21, 20, 8 and 6-spline shaft with 45 mm diameter optional)
Standard

Standard

PTO 1000 rpm, engine 2000 rpm

standard, PTO 540, engine 1648
PTO 1000, engine 1750

Optional

Optional

_

Optional

Optional

Optional

1000 rpm, Extra Heavy Duty

Optional

Optional

_

Optional

Optional

Optional

540E/1000 rpm

Optional

Optional

_

Optional

Optional

Optional

Ground speed

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Standard

Standard

Autocontrol B, with Drive Balance Control

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Autocontrol DS, with slip control

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Max pump output, l/min

1)2) 73 I/min, 3) 91 l/min

1)2) 73 I/min, 3) 91 l/min

1)2) 70 I/min, 3) 82 l/min

1)2) 73 I/min, 3) 82 l/min

1)2) 73 I/min, 3) 91 l/min

1)2) 73 I/min, 3) 91 l/min

Max pressure, bar

1)2) 170 bar, 3) 196 bar

1)2) 170 bar, 3) 196 bar

1)2) 170 bar, 3) 196 bar

1)2) 170 bar, 3) 196 bar

1)2) 170 bar, 3) 196 bar

1)2) 170 bar, 3) 196 bar

7700

7700

7700

7700

7700

7700

III

III

III

III

III

PTO 540 rpm, engine 1874 rpm,
PTO 540E rpm, engine 1539 rpm

Hydraulics

Lift capacity at link ends, kg
Linkage category
Steering

III
Hydrostatic adjustable telescopic steering column

Turning radius, rigid front axle
and with air-suspended front axle, m

5,6

5,6

5,6

5,6

5,6

5,6

Fuel tank volume l

165

165

165

165

165

165

Extra fuel tank l

170

170

170

Brakes

170
170
170
Hydrostatic multi-disc brakes with automatic engagement of 4WD giving four wheel braking

Electrics
Starter motor

3,6 kW

3,6 kW

3,6 kW

3,6 kW

3,6 kW

3,6 kW

Alternator

1,68 kW

1,68 kW

1,68 kW

1,68 kW

1,68 kW

1,68 kW

Battery

184 Ah

184 Ah

184 Ah

184 Ah

184 Ah

184 Ah

Front working lights

2

2

2

2

2

2

Rear working lights

4

4

4

4

4

4

*ISO 14396

1) Mechanical powertrain and hydraulics
2) Electronic powertrain, mechanical hydraulics
3) Electronic powertrain and hydraulics
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D= Height to top of roof
D E E= Height to top of exhaust pipe
F= Clearance below front axle
Fi= Clearance below rear axle

A= Length
B= Wheelbase
C= Width
T190
Sigma Power

Model
T180
Engine
Max power, kW(hp)/rpm*
Max torque, Nm/rpm*
Viscous fan
Number of cylinders/capacity dm3

74 ETA

74 ETA

132(180),140/(190)/2100

132(180),140/(190),155(210)/2100

665/750/1400

665/750/835/1400

Standard

Standard

6/7,4

6/7,4

Transmission

B

F Fi

A

C

Dimensions and Weights
Model

Tyres

Weights, kg*
A, mm

B, mm

C, mm

D, mm

E, mm

F, mm

Fi, mm

T120

16.9R28 - 20.8R38

5148

2748

2338

2960

2845

555

535

5530

T130

16.9R28 - 20.8R38

5148

2748

2338

2960

2845

555

535

5530

Clutch type

3) dual wet multi-disc (reverse/forward)

T140

16.9R28 - 20.8R38

5148

2748

2338

2960

2845

555

535

5650

Shuttle

3) electrohydraulic, shuttle, pedal free

T150

16.9R28 - 20.8R38

5148

2748

2338

2960

2845

555

535

5650

Powershift

3) computer controlled electrohydraulic, programmable by driver

T160

460/85R30 - 20.8R42

5148

2748

2338

3030

2910

600

600

5950

4WD

Manual or automatic operation (together with brakes and differential lock)

T170

460/85R30 - 20.8R42

5148

2748

2338

3030

2910

600

600

5950

Differential lock

Manual or automatic operation (together with linkage and brakes)

Parking brake

3) HiBrake, hydraulically operated with shuttle lever

T180

460/85R30 - 20.8R42

5148

2748

2338

3030

2910

600

600

5950

T190

460/85R30 - 20.8R42

5148

2748

2338

3030

2910

600

600

5950

PTO, interchangeable PTO shaft
PTO 540 rpm, engine 1874 rpm

20-spline ø 45 mm

20-spline ø 45 mm

20-spline

20-spline

_

_

PTO 1000 rpm, engine 2000 rpm
PTO 540 rpm, engine 1874 rpm,

* Standard tyre on all models: 16.9R28 - 20.8R38

* With no ballast, full tank.

Colour Options

PTO 540E rpm, engine 1539 rpm
1000 rpm, Extra Heavy Duty

Optional

Optional

540E/1000 rpm

Standard

Standard

Ground speed

Standard

Standard

Red

Blue

Green

Green (Claas)

Yellow

Metallic Red

Metallic Blue

Metallic Green

Metallic Gold

Metallic Steel Grey

Hydraulics
Autocontrol B, with Drive Balance Control

-

-

Autocontrol DS, with slip control

Standard

Standard

Max pump output, l/min

91 l/min

91 l/min

Max pressure, bar

196 bar

196 bar

7700

7700

III

III

and with air-suspended front axle m

5,6

5,6

Fuel tank volume l

165

165

Extra fuel tank l

170

170

Lift capacity at link ends, kg
Linkage category
Steering
Turning radius, rigid front axle

Brakes
Electrics
Starter motor

3,6 kW

3,6 kW

Alternator

1,68 kW

1,68 kW

Battery

184 Ah

184 Ah

Front working lights

2

2

Rear working lights

4

4

*ISO 14396

1) Mechanical powertrain and hydraulics

Valtra T – optional equipment
• Cruise control • accumulator • Aires front axle air suspension • hydraulic levelling
hydraulic top link • front weights 14x40 kg • belly weights 10x40 kg • front wheel weights
• customer’s name • rotating warning lights • 50 km/h transmission • powertrain options
• PTO options • electric power switch • cab heater and connectors • radio • first-aid kit
• fire extinguisher • brake valve mounting • door handle • seatbelt • control stop
• rear wiper and washer • charcoal filter (cab) • upper driving lights • extra front working
lights* • auto rear working lights* • step light*• trailer hitch light* • front mudguards –
protective sleeves for lift cylinders • hub protectors for axles • towing device options
à la Carte
• 1 quick coupling pair in mudguard • pressure air set • pneumatic braking system
• duo-matic pneumatic braking system • field master • reverse buzzer • rear
activation/deactivation of PTO • registration plate holder and light • shuttle lever on right-hand side • power socket din
stand. • rear accelerator pedal • reverse drive controls + shuttle valve • additional fuel tank 170 l • forest protection for
additional fuel tank • upright engine air intake • sunroof • emergency brake • cab suspension

2) Electronic powertrain, mechanical hydraulics
3) Electronic powertrain and hydraulics
Specifications may change, all rights reserved. Tractors shown here may be
equipped with optional or other equipment.

* infolight package
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Valtra Inc.
Sörnäisten rantatie 23
FIN-00500 Helsinki, Finland
Tel. +358 20455 4480
Fax +358 20455 4484
www.valtra.com

Valtra is a worldwide brand of AGCO Corporation.

